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1 TIhisiinvcntion- relates to a‘method of making a-carpet 
zsrg'ripper strip‘ useful-- in- the laying ‘of carpet. 

A conventional method of making such a-carget gripper 
"-‘strip; as. generally disclosed in'PatentNo. ‘2,752,597, is 
"sued to S. I Kent on-July,3,,~<l956;includesdriving each 
1 nail to‘ itsv?nal. positionT-in theevwooden base strip-‘and 
‘then-‘forming apoint on the projectingend. This has 
~ the primary disadvantage that- during- the ?nalrforming 
uqoperation the nail tends to become loosened in-thevstrip 
swam: the‘ nail will not sustainthe pulling forces-com 
monly exerted on it by carpet applied during" the carpet 

-~laying-,operation. 'Also,':this conventional method» fre 
quently forms undesirable metal burrs on-ithe outermost 

»end~of the nail; which tend 'to'tear carpet-later. applied 
thereto. ' 
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= FIGS,’ 2 and‘ 3. .The-nails»12 may be so preformed by 
tany'suitable'rnechanism, such~as~ shearing dies, which 

= are not’ shown, but which are no part of the present in 
vention. v~Normally, such shearing dies form metal burrs 
along the outer edges of the surfaces 22, 23,- 24, and 

/ 25. --Such ‘burrs are of no vimportance so far asdriving 
the nails into a wooden basetis concerned. Such burrs 
onthe'-lower'surfaces"24 and 25 are desirable; ast-they 

- aid-in holding the‘inailin the wooden base strip ~11-'and 
10' resist loosening orl-removal ‘of ' the nail from the~base 

strip. ~~1However, such burrs on-rthe upper surfaces 22 
and 23 are undesirable as they may tend to tear the carpet 
17- when? it_ isI’laid-over-ethe-nail, which reduces the hold 

~-ing powenof the nail on'ttheicarpet. 
15 The preformed nail‘» v~12 ‘is > then partially driven i into 

the base strip 11,--so;t-h-at the axis of the nail is at an acute 
"angle to the ‘upper surface of the strip to a ?rst position 

1 such as-shown-in FIG.- 5, in which thetnail» penetrates not 
- over 35%? of- the thickness of-r-the‘ vbase strip. In thisini 

20.. 

A primary object vof this invention ~is~to‘ obviate the 
foregoing disadvantages of’ conventional methods by pre 
forming eachhailfdrivingit ipar'tially‘linto the wooden 

-~-base-str-ip,.and then ?nally forming the exposed point 
25.. 

- -to eliminate metal’ burrs and completing the driving of ~ 
I‘the nail. ‘ 

j ‘Another object‘ "of "n'ry' method ‘is ‘to preformv ai‘par 
,‘i'ticular type‘ of‘point'on'each"end‘of‘the nail'so' ‘that it 
"maybereadily‘driven'into'the‘ base‘strip and so that‘ the 

tial~driving .operation,- the'nailvis driven into the-base 
strip only far enough to embed it ?rmly but no’ further 

* than required-toso embed it. 
> The projecting outerend of the nail 12 is ‘then formed 

to its ?nal and desired con?guration, as shown in FIG: 4, 
~as by a second die or-other suitable means which 'swages 
~-the;point~ toprovidem?ati side surfaces >27~and 28 sand to 
remove any burrs; along the outerthin‘edges of the'sur 

, faces 122 vand-23. tDuringrthis forming steprthe nail 12 
" tends to loo's'en'sorn'ewhat from its hold in the base strip 
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2"-final'‘ forming “of 'the- exposed‘ ‘point? may be" done" {very '1 
simply to eliminate metal burrs therefrom and to form 
a sharper point. 

Other objects and advantages will appear from the 
following speci?cation and the ‘drawing, which are for 
the purpose of illustration only, and in which: 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view, partly in section, show 
ing a carpet gripper strip of this invention attached to a 
floor and holding a piece of carpet in position; 

FIG. 2 is an enlarged elevational end view of one of 
the nails of this invention after preforming the same; 

FIG. 3 is a side view of the nail shown in FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a view similar to FIG. 2 but showing the 

nail after its ?nal forming; 
FIG. 5 is a sectional elevational view of a nail after 

the ?rst driving step of the invention; and 
FIG. 6 is a View similar to FIG. 5 but illustrating the 

nail in the strip after the ?nal forming and driving 
thereof. 

Referring to the drawing, FIG. 1 shows a portion of 
a carpet gripper 10 having a long narrow base strip 11, 
preferably formed of plywood, with a plurality of carpet 
nails 12 projecting upwardly therefrom, the carpet gripper 
being ?xed to a floor 13 adjacent a wall 14 by a nail 15 
or other suitable means. A carpet pad 16 is positioned 
on the ?oor 13 adjacent the carpet gripper 10 and a 
carpet 17 rests on the pad with the edges of the carpet 
engaging the nails 12, the extreme edge 18 of the carpet 
being tucked over between the carpet gripper and the 
wall. 
Each of the carpet nails 12 is initially preformed to 

the form shown in FIGS. 2 and 3, the nail being pre 
formed of conventional cylindrical steel wire to have 
upper and lower faces 20 and 21 which are generally par 
allel, each being oblique to the longitudinal axis of the 
nail. Each of the faces 20 and 21 is V-shaped, the 
upper face 20 being formed of surfaces 22 and 23, and 
the lower face 21 being similarly formed of surfaces 24 
and 25. The junctures of the surfaces 22, 23, 24, and 
25 with the body of the nail are arcuate, as shown in 
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.11. "In its ?nal desired form the nail has a! sharp 'ex 
posed point ‘and will'readilyenter carpet without rtear 
' ‘ing, 'whic'li‘is desirable. 

The nail 12 is then driven to its ?nal position as shown 
in FIG. 6, in which its lower end is close to, but pref 
erably does not penetrate, the lower surface of the base 
strip 11. Since the nail 12 has been completely formed 
before such ?nal driving step, when driven to its ?nal 
position the nail will ‘be tightly held by the new wood 
penetrated in the ?nal driving step. Any original burrs 
on the surfaces 24 and 25 will then assist in retaining the 
nail in ‘such ?nal position and will resist withdrawal 
of the nail from the wood due to pulling forces applied 
to the exposed end by carpet being laid thereon. 
As will be understood, the nails .12 may be formed and 

driven sequentially, by merely ‘advancing the base strip 
11 from station to station past suitable forming and driv 
ing dies and equipment. 

In the past, carpet gripper has been made conven 
tionally by forming the nails with points on both ends 
and driving them entirely through the wooden base strip 
so that the lower pointed end of the nail projects slightly 
therefrom, but in such practice it has been necessary to 
crimp over the projected point to provide adequate 
holding strength and to eliminate the projecting points 
which would be hazardous to the user and would prevent 
the carpet gripper from being laid ?at on a supporting 
surface. By the method of the present invention, the 
nails need not be driven entirely through the base strip, 
which eliminates an extra operation and retains the lower 
surface of the carpet gripper unmarred by projecting 
points. Also, by the method of the invention a bond is 
formed between the nails 12 and the base strip 11 which is 
su?iciently strong to prevent removal or loosening of 
the nails under any normal conditions of use of the 
carpet gripper. 

I desire to be afforded the full scope of the following 
claims. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. A method of forming a carpet gripper, including 

the steps of: 
providing a carpet nail comprising a length of metal 



a I 
E 

nail wire having a bevelled face on each end, said faces 
being parallel and forming ‘points at each end of the 

I nail; 
inserting said bottom end of the nail into a wooden 

strip through the top surface thereof a distance substan 
tially less than the thickness of the strip and so that the 
axis of the nail is at an acute angle to the upper surface 
of the strip; _ 

reforming the point on the upper end 
form a sharper point; and - 

driving the nail farther into the strip to a position in 
which the bottom point of the nail is adjacent to the 
lower surface of the strip but does not penetrate the same. 

2. A method of forming a carpet gripper, including 
the steps of: a . 1 

i providing a carpet nail comprising .ailength of metal 
nail Wire having a bevelled face on each end, said faces 
being parallel and forming points at each end of the 
nail with rough metal burrs adjacent said points; 

inserting said bottom end of the nail into a wooden 
strip through the top surface thereof a distance substan 
tially less than the thickness of the strip and so that the 

of the nail to 
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' being parallel and forming points at each end of the nail; 
inserting said bottom end of the nail into a wooden strip 

through the top surface thereof a distance less than 35% 
of the thickness of the strip and so that the axis of the 
nail is at an acute angle to the upper surface of the 
strip; , 

‘reforming the point on the upper end of the nail to 
form a sharper point; and 

driving the nail farther into the strip into a position 
in which the bottom point of the nail is adjacent to the 
lower surface of the strip but does not penetrate the same. 

4. A method of forming a carpet gripper, including 
the steps of: _ 

providing a carpet nail comprising a length of metal 
nail wire having a bevelled face on each end, said faces 
being parallel and forming points at each end of the nail; 
-- inserting said bottom end of the nail into a wooden 
strip through the top surface thereof a distance substan 
tially less than the thickness of the strip and so that the , 
axis of the nail is at an acute angle to the upper surface 
of the strip; 

axis of the nail is at an acute angle tothe upper surface ' 
of the strip; 

reforming the point on the upper end 
form a sharper point and to remove the metal burrs there 
from; and 
, driving the nail farther into the strip to a position in 
which the bottom point of the nail is adjacent to the 
lower surface of the strip but does not penetrate the same. 

3. A method of forming a carpet gripper, including 
7 the steps of: 

providing a carpet nail comprising a length of metal 
nail wire having a bevelled face on each end, said faces 

at the nail to 25 
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reforming the point on the upper end of the nail to 
form a sharper point; and > ' 

‘driving the nail farther into the strip to its ?nal position. 
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